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ABSTRACT

This study attempted to determine the effects of 
threats to self-esteem on depression. Fifty-four female and 
forty-two male sub jects, selected using the Unstructured 
Self-Esteem Inventory, were divided into groups according to 
their major source of self-esteem: academic, social, or 
mixed (academic and social combined) . Subjects in each of 
these groups were randomly assigned to an academic or social 
threat condition. They were then given the Multiple Affect 
Adjective Check List, the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Inventory, 
the Digit Symbol Task, the Feelings Scale, and the Accuracy 
Scale as dependent measures. Findings indicated that people 
with fewer major sources of self-esteem showed a greater 
reduction in their level of self-esteem after a threat than 
did people with a greater number of major sources of self
esteem. In addition, no interaction was found between threat 
and group as was originally predicted.
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. INTRODUCTION

The concept that self-esteem is important for mental 
health has been expressed by a number of personality theor
ists (Homey, 1937; Sullivan, 19 5 3; Rogers, 1959; Maslow, 
1970). Low self-esteem has also been linked with emotional 
disturbances, particularly depression (Freud, 1917; Bibring, 
1953; Becker, 1964; Beck, 1967; Hirschfeld, 1976; Abramson, 
Seligman, and Teasdale, 197 8; Lewinsohn, 1985; Oat ley and 
Bolton, 1985). These writers have suggested that any event 
that lowers self-esteem may have a negative impact on an 
individual's emotional well being and may precipitate 
depression. The present study will empirically examine the 
relationship between threats to self-esteem and depression.

A number of theorists have suggested that depression 
may result from a threat to a person's major source of self
esteem (Becker, 1964; Oatley and Bolton, 1985; Pyszczynski 
and Greenberg, 1987). Ernest Becker (1964) believed that it 
is the threat to self-esteem, or the threat of reduction in 
self-esteem which ultimately precipitates depression. 
Pyszczynski and Greenberg (1987) proposed that depression 
occurs after the loss of an important source of self-esteem. 
Following such a loss, they propose that people fall into a 
pattern of almost constant self-focus, which results in
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intensified negative affect, self-derogation, and a depres
sive self-focusing style. Oatley and Bolton (1985) have also 
proposed that a threat to a person's major source of self
esteem is a significant factor in the process of an indivi
dual becoming depressed. Given this, we might expect that 
people would go to great lengths to protect their self
esteem.

Several studies have examined the various strategies 
that people use to protect their self-esteem when it is 
threatened. One of these strategies is called self-serving 
bias. The studies done in this area typically involved 
giving subjects success and failure experiences and then 
asking them to make a causal attribution. The results of 
these experiments showed that subjects protected their self
esteem by attributing success internally and failure exter
nally (Snyder, Stephan, and Rosenfield, 1976; Zuckerman, 
1979; McFarland and Ross, 1982). Another strategy that 
people use to protect their self-esteem is called self- 
handicapping behavior. This involves people engaging in 
performance-inhibiting behaviors prior to and during a given 
task so that they can set up plausible excuses for failure, 
if a failure experience is anticipated. In other words, 
people will actually undermine their own chances for success 
just so they can protect their self-esteem in case they fail. 
This behavior has been empirically supported and is a
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powerful testimony for people's need to protect self-esteem 
(Phares and Lamiell, 1974; Berglas and Jones, 1978; Smith 
et a 1. , 19 82; Greenberg et al., 1984). Other studies have 
described an additional self-esteem maintenance strategy 
which involves people altering their perceptions of and 
comparisons to other people in order to maintain self-esteem 
(for example, Tesser, 1980; Tesser and Campbell, 1980; Pleban 
and Tesser, 1981; Pyszczynski, Greenberg, and LaPrelle, 
1985). Many of these studies involve people comparing them
selves or avoiding comparisons with others, depending on the 
implications of such comparisons for self-esteem.

The aforementioned studies were done under the 
assumption that the self-esteem maintenance strategies could 
be provoked by administering the exact same threat to self- 
esteem to each subject. This assumption overlooks the possi
bility that there may be individual differences regarding the 
precise source from which people derive their self-esteem and 
corresponding differences in what events threaten these 
sources. in other words, different people may be more 
vulnerable to the effects of certain threats as opposed to 
others. It may be that we need to know about the diathesis 
(or specific vulnerability) as well as the stress (or threat) 
in order to accurately predict how people will respond to a
threat.
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Several studies have focused on the diathesis stress 

model by looking at how individuals with various self-schemas 
are more vulnerable to certain life-stresses (or threats) 
which in combination trigger depression (Hammen, Marks, 
Mayol, and de Mayo, 1985; Robins, 1986 ; Robins and Block, 
1986). Hammen et al. (1986) divided subjects into groups of 
dependent and self-critical schematic individuals. The 
subjects were followed over four months and given interviews 
and questionnaires relating to stressful life events and 
depression. It was found that the dependent schematic 
subjects showed significantly stronger associations between 
depression and life-stresses that specifically threatened 
their dependent schema than with life-stresses that did not 
specifically threaten their dependent schema. It was also 
found but to a lesser degree that subjects with a self- 
critical schema showed a stronger association between 
depression and life-stresses that specifically threatened 
their self-critical schema than with life-stresses that did 
not threaten their self-critical schema. In a related study, 
Robins (1986) took students and exposed them to an audiotape 
depicting either a series of social rejections or achievement 
failure. The students were to imagine themselves as the main 
character. The social re jection tape was associated with 
higher levels of depressed affect as a function of the 
subjects' level on the sociotropic (socially motivated)
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personality dimension (the higher on the sociotropic person
ality dimension the higher the level of depression). 
However, no interaction was found between the achievement 
failure tape, depression and the subject level on the 
autonomy (self-reliant) personality dimension. Although 
these Studies show the importance of investigating the 
relationship between specific vulnerabilities (diathesis) and 
specific threats (stress), they do not explicitly address the 
subject of self-esteem.

However, there are a number of theorists who focus 
not only on the diathesis stress model but also on self
esteem (Wicklund and Gollwitzer, 19.81; Becker, 1962; 
Greenberg, Pyszczynski, and Solomon, 1986). These theorists 
believe that people vary individually in the ways they derive 
self-esteem (Wicklund and Gollwitzer, 1981; Ernest Becker, 
1962; Greenberg, Pyszczynski, and Solomon, 1986). These 
individual differences are an important component in under
standing why people should only be affected by threats that 
specifically threaten that particular individual's major 
source of self-esteem, rather than the previous position that 
any threat to self-esteem will effect every one in the same 
way. One such theory has been proposed by Wicklund and 
Gollwitzer (1981, 1982). This theory has been labelled 
symbolic completion (Wicklund and Gollwitzer, 1981; Wicklund 
and Gollwitzer, 1982; Gollwitzer, Wicklund, and Hilton,
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1982). According to this theory, people define themselves by 
the use of indicators of achievement, such as possessing a 
high prestige job, having an extensive education, or whatever 
is recognized by society as desirable or admirable (Wicklund 
and Gollwitzer, 1981). According to this theory, if you have 
these culturally revered tangible and intangible symbols, 
then you will have a positive way of defining yourself (a 
positive self-definition), which in turn leads to increased 
self-esteem. Therefore people rely on these indicators of 
achievement for their self-esteem and if anything undermines 
these indicators, the person's self-esteem will also be 
undermined. This theory has been supported by several 
studies (e .g. , Wicklund and Gollwitzer, 1981; Gollwitzer, 
Wicklund, and Hilton, 1982). For example, in two studies by 
Wicklund and Gollwitzer (1981), it was determined, through 
questionnaires, what the most important activity was for each 
individual subject, .It.was found that subjects who had less 
education or on-the-job experience (in their personally indi
cated important activity area) desired to influence others 
more than subjects with greater levels of education or on- 
the-job experience (in their personally indicated important 
activity area). These clever and well-formulated experiments 
support the theory of symbolic completion.

The theory of symbolic completion is not the only 
theory which supports the idea that there are individual
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differences in the sources from which people get their self
esteem, and person specific ways in which that self-esteem 
can be threatened. Ernest Becker (1962) has also theorized 
to a great extent about the human need for self-esteem and 
the individualistic ways it is derived. He argued that it is 
important for humans to feel worthy and accepted according to 
one's cultural world view. Becker felt that humans must 
develop a cultural world view and attempt to follow its rules 
so that there is some sense of order and meaning to exis
tence. Without this cultural world view, existence is a 
terrifying and chaotic place (Becker, 1973; 1975). It 
thereby becomes vital for humans to obtain self-esteem by 
possessing culturally valued qualities and material goods. 
It is also these very same person specific sources of self
esteem which can be threatened and thereby cause emotional 
difficulties for that person. Many of Becker's ideas have 
been included in the theory of terror management (Greenberg, 
Pyszczynski, and Solomon, 1986). This is another theory 
which discusses person specific ways self-esteem is derived 
and threatened.

Thus far we have seen that lowered levels of self
esteem have been theorized to precipitate depression. It has 
also been found that people go to great lengths to protect 
their self-esteem so that they can avoid the negative conse
quences of losing it. Lastly, it has also been noted that
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some previous theories were based on the idea that everybody 
could have their self-esteem threatened in the same manner. 
This idea was improved upon by theories and research sug
gesting that individuals differ in the sources from which 
they derived self-esteem and differ in the ways these person 
specific sources could be threatened. However, it is inter
esting to note that only one such study has attempted to look 
at the relationship between a person specific threat to self
esteem and the resulting emotional effects of that threat 
(Terbovic, 1977).

Terbovic used subjects in her experiment who were 
preselected for having a high social or academic orientation. 
She then exposed these subjects to either a success or fail
ure experience in the social realm or a success or failure 
experience in the academic realm. Terbovic predicted an 
interaction between saliency, feedback and task; however, she 
failed to obtain any significant results. This lack of 
significant results may be due to an inadequate method of 
pre-selecting the subjects, weak manipulations, and insensi
tivity of the measures used to detect any effects.

There are many important distinctions between the 
present study and the experiment done by Terbovic (1977). 
One major distinction is that the present study's main focus 
is the effects of a person specific threat to self-esteem and
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the resulting emotional effects of that threat. This 
differs from Terbovic' s more broad look at the effects of 
success and failure on self-esteem. A second critical dif
ference is the method used by Terbovic to pre-select the 
subjects' various sources of self-esteem, this differs 
greatly from the present study. Terbovic used an Activities 
and Values Questionnaire which asks subjects the amount of 
time they spend doing various activities and how important 
these activities are to the subject. One problem with this 
measure is that a large amount of time spent in a particular 
activity cannot automatically lead to the conclusion that 
this is an activity or source of self-esteem which makes the 
subjects feel good about themselves. Another problem is that 
a question asking how important an activity is to that 
subject will not necessarily demonstrate whether or not that 
activity is a source of self-esteem and good feelings for 
that subject. In contrast to Terbovic1s preselection method, 
the Unstructured Self-Esteem Inventory (used in the present 
study) selected various groups who got their self-esteem and 
positive feelings from different sources. This inventory is 
described in greater detail later in this paper. Another 
distinction between the two studies is that the present study 
investigates the differences between how subjects with rela
tively fewer major sources of self-esteem and how subjects 
with more major sources of self-esteem react to threats to
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self-esteem. Terbovic's study did not even attempt to 
address this issue. All in all, the present study should 
provide a better understanding of the relationship between 
threats to self-esteem and the resulting emotional reactions.

In the present study, subjects were categorized into 
three groups according to their primary source of self
esteem: academic, social, or mixed (academic and social 
combined). The subjects in these groups were randomly 
assigned to receive either an academic or social threat to 
self-esteem. The design of this experiment is a 2 (type of 
threat) x 3 (type of source from which self-esteem is 
derived). Various measures of self-esteem and mood were 
given after the subjects had been exposed to the threats.

Before turning to the several predictions of this 
experiment, it is important to address a few basic concepts 
from which these predictions were derived. The first concept 
is that people have ma jor and less significant (or minor) 
sources of self-esteem which give them a feeling of self- 
worth (self-esteem), which in turn creates positive affect. 
The second concept is that if a threat occurs to a persons' 
major source of self-esteem, their self-esteem will be 
lowered, which will in turn leads to more negative affect. 
However, if a threat occurs to a person's major source of 
self-esteem and that person has more than One major source of 
self-esteem (as with the mixed group), the threat will do
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less damage to that person's self-esteem and mood. Possibly 
this is because that person has the alternate source of self
esteem as a backup which can maintain a healthy level of 
self-esteem for that individual. The last concept is, if a 
threat occurs to a less significant source of self-esteem for 
an individual, self-esteem and mood should remain intact. 
This is due to the fact that a person's major source of self
esteem remains unscathed and can still provide that person 
with the self-esteem they need.

One of the main hypotheses of this study is that when 
a person's major source of self-esteem is threatened (i.e., 
an academically reliant person receives an academic threat or 
a socially reliant person receives a social threat), they 
should show a greater reduction in self-esteem and greater 
negative affect than a person who receives a threat to a less 
significant source of self-esteem (i . e., an academically 
reliant person receives a social threat or a socially reliant 
person receives an academic threat). This is because the 
fact that a threat exists, no matter how strong, is not the 
key that triggers depression and lowered self-esteem. It is 
the specificity of the threat to the source of self-esteem 
which is the critical component.

A second major hypothesis is that individuals with 
relatively fewer major sources of self-esteem should be more 
affected by threats to self-esteem than individuals with more
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major sources of self-esteem. This should manifest itself by 
the individuals with few major sources of self-esteem showing 
a greater reduction in self-esteem and greater negative 
affect than individuals with more major sources of self
esteem. The possible reason behind this is those with few 
major sources have minimal resources to maintain a healthy 
level of self-esteem when a threat to a major source of self
esteem occurs. However, this is not the case for people with 
many different major sources of self-esteem. In such indivi
duals, if a threat to a major source of self-esteem occurs, 
they have other major sources of self-esteem to sustain them.
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METHOD

Overview of Design
Subjects were categorized into three separate groups 

with the use of the Unstructured Self-Esteem Inventory 
(Greenberg and Arkowitz et al. , 1987). These three groups
contained individuals who obtain their self-esteem primarily 
from either academic, social, or a combination of the two 
sources. The group which Contained people who obtained their 
major source of self-esteem from both academic and social 
sources will be called "mixed." The subjects from each of 
these three groups were randomly assigned to one of two 
threat conditions. The two threat conditions used were an 
academic threat and a social threat to self-esteem. See 
Table 1, which presents the experimental design. Thus, some 
subjects received a threat to their major source of self
esteem (cells 1 and 5), while other subjects received a 
threat to sources of self-esteem which were not as signifi
cant to them (cells 2 and 4). The subjects from the mixed 
groups received a threat to only one out of their two major 
sources of self-esteem (cells 3 and 6).
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Table 1. Source of self-esteem.

Type of Academic Social Mixed
Threat Group Group Group

Academic Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3
N = 16 N = 16 N = 16

Social Cell 4 Cell 5 Cell 6
N = 16 N = 16 N = 16

After the threats were administered, the subjects were given 
the Multiple Affect Adjective Check List and the Rosenberg 
Self-Esteem Inventory. They Were then given five minutes to 
read two brief and neutral passages. These readings were 
given to see if the delay would cause subjects to ruminate 
about the recently administered threat, and thereby create an 
incubation effect. After this task was completed the sub
jects were readminstered the MAACL and the Rosenberg Self- 
Esteem Inventory. In addition, the subjects were also 
administered the Digit Symbol Task, the Feelings Scale, and 
the Accuracy Scale.

Subjects
Fifty-four female and forty-two male undergraduates 

attending the University of Arizona were used as subjects. 
They were volunteers obtained from the Psychology 101 pool of 
students. Participating in this experiment helped the sub
jects fulfill some of their requirements for Psychology 101.
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Selection Criteria

The Psychology 101 students were given the Unstruc
tured Self-Esteem Inventory, recently developed by Greenberg 
and Arkowitz et al. (1987). This inventory measures the num
ber of sources of self-esteem a person has and the frequency 
with which these sources occur. This inventory gives the 
subjects an opportunity to list their sources of self-esteem 
by having them fill in the sentence, "I feel good about
myself w h e n __________ "five times. Then the subjects were
asked "How good about yourself does this make you feel?" 
This was determined by the subjects circling numbers from 1 
to 9 (minimally good to extremely good). Next, the subjects 
were asked how much of their good feelings about themselves 
comes from this event. They answered this question by 
circling a number 1 through 9 (1 is "almost all" and 9 is 
"almost none"). Lastly, the subjects ranked their five 
sources of self-esteem in descending order, starting with the 
source of self-esteem which makes them feel the best about 
themselves.

Three separate groups were differentiated with the 
use of the Unstructured Self-Esteem Inventory. These three 
groups contained people who obtained their self-esteem from 
either academic, social, or a combination of the two sources. 
The subjects were separated into the academic and social 
groups, by determining which of the two sources of self
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esteem were selected most often by each individual subject. 
To be assigned into the academic group the subject had to 
indicate academic sources 60% of the time or more, while the 
social group had to indicate social sources 60% of the time 
or more as a major source. The mixed group contained people 
who indicated on the inventory that their self-esteem was 
derived equally from academic and social sources. ' In other 
words, subjects had to list academic and social sources 50% 
of the time (either 1 academic and 1 social, or 2 academic 
and 2 social).
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PROCEDURE

Once the three groups were formed, the subjects 
within each group were randomly assigned to one of two threat 
conditions. These two threat conditions were an academic 
threat to self-esteem and a social threat to self-esteem. 
Subjects in both threat conditions were run in groups of 
four. This varied occasionally due to scheduling fluctua
tions.

Academic Threat
Subjects were escorted into the experimental room and 

seated at one of the many study cubicles. This was done so 
that the subjects would be unable to view each other's 
material and feedback. A general announcement was made that 
the subjects would be participating in two brief experiments. 
The subjects were then told that the first experiment was 
being conducted in order to gather normative data on college 
students. More specifically, they were told they would be 
given an aptitude test which has been used nationwide to 
predict students' future success in college, graduate school, 
and a career. They were then informed that the test con
tained a quantitative and a verbal section. They were given 
ten minutes to complete each section. See Appendix A for a 
copy of the aptitude test. Once the subjects had completed
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the aptitude test, they were told that the first experimenter 
was going to leave the room briefly to calculate their scores 
by running their answers through a Scantron machine. At this 
time, the second experimenter was introduced and began to 
explain her experiment. All of this was done so that a real
istic amount of time would pass, in order for the subjects to 
believe that the first experimenter had indeed gone to score 
their tests. The second experimenter, at this time, reiter
ated that there are two separate experiments. The subjects 
were told that the reason for this was, that both experiments 
are so brief that they had to be run together in order for 
the experimenters to be able to offer two experimental 
credits for the subjects' Psychology 101 class. Next, the 
second experimenter told the subjects that her experiment was 
to determine how various reading materials affect different 
aspects of a person's mood and personality. However, before 
she started her experiment, she told the subjects that she 
had to wait for the first experimenter to return and finish 
her experiment. The first experimenter then entered the room 
with the recently graded tests. It is important to note that 
all of the subjects received the same predetermined score and 
that the aptitude test which they were given was intention
ally difficult so that the poor scores that the subjects 
received would appear realistic. Every subject was informed 
by computer printout that they had ranked in the 41st
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percentile. See Appendix B for a copy of the academic 
feedback. The computer printouts were then collected, and 
the first experimenter thanked the subjects for their 
participation. The second experimenter then began her 
experiment by giving the subjects different questionnaires. 
These included the Multiple Affect Adjective Check List 
(MAACL), to detect any mood effects, and the Rosenberg Self- 
Esteem Inventory, so that self-esteem could be measured. 
Once the subjects had completed these questionnaires, they 
were given five minutes to read two brief passages. See 
Appendix C for a copy of these readings. These readings were 
neutral in nature and used in order to see if the delay would 
cause the subjects to ruminate about the previous academic 
threat and create an incubation effect. After the five 
minutes had passed, the subjects were readministered the 
MAACL and the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Inventory. At this time, 
the subjects were also given a Digit Symbol Task to complete. 
This was used as an exploratory and nonreactive index of 
depressed mood (the slower the completion of the task, the 
more depressed the subject). Upon completion, the question
naires were collected. The second experimenter then 
announced that the experiment was finished. However, the 
first experimenter interrupted at this point and requested 
that the subjects fill out a quick questionnaire that she had 
forgotten to give them. This questionnaire was comprised of
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a Feelings Scale and an Accuracy Scale which asked two 
questions as follows: To what extent do you feel your test 
results accurately represent how well you did on the test? 
and. How do you feel about your test results? This question
naire was deliberately given last so as to not create 
suspicion in the subjects during the second experiment. The 
questionnaire was collected upon completion and the subjects 
were told that the experiment was finished. Before the 
subjects were dismissed, they were all thoroughly and 
carefully debriefed.

Social Threat
The subjects were escorted into a room and seated at 

study cubicles. As with the academic threat, the reason 
behind this seating arrangement was to prevent subjects from 
seeing each other's materials and feedback. A general 
announcement was made, pertaining to the fact that the 
subjects would be participating in two brief experiments. 
The subjects were then told that the first experiment was a 
correlational study. They were then reminded that at the 
beginning of the year they had filled out a personality 
measure during the mass testing session (all Psychology 101 
students participate in this testing). They were then told 
that the personality measure they had already taken was 
exceedingly accurate and highly valid. The current experi
ment was being done to administer a second, less known
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personality measure/ and then compare its results to the 
first highly accurate measure. At this point, all the 
subjects were given a copy of the Bern Inventory and told to 
answer as honestly as possible. The subjects were given 
twenty minutes to complete this task. It is important to 
note that the Bern was later discarded, since it was only used 
as part of the cover story and not as an actual dependent 
measure. Upon completion, the measure was collected and the 
subjects informed that they would be allowed to see the 
results of the first personality measure that had been 
administered to them during mass testing. They were all 
given the same false, negative, and predetermined feedback to 
read and then it was collected. See Appendix D for a copy of 
the personality feedback. The first experimenter then 
thanked the subjects for their participation. The rest of 
the condition is identical to the academic threat condition 
from this point on,
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MEASURES

The U n s t r u c t u r e d Self-E s teem Inventory f recently 
developed by Greenberg and Arkowitz et al., 1987, asks, about 
the number of sources of self-esteem a person has and the 
frequency with which these sources occur. This inventory 
gives the subjects an opportunity to list their sources of 
self-esteem by having them fill in the sentence, "I feel good
about myself when _____.____ " five times. Then the subjects
were asked "How good about yourself does this make you feel?" 
This was determined by the subjects circling numbers from 1 
to 9 (minimally good to extremely good). Next, the subjects 
were asked how much of their good feelings about themselves 
comes from this event. They answered this question by circl
ing a number 1 through 9 (1 is "almost all" and 9 is "almost 
none"). Lastly, the subjects ranked their five sources of 
self-esteem in descending order, starting with the source of 
self-esteem which makes them feel the best about themselves. 
As was described earlier, this measure was used to select the 
three different populations (academic, social, and mixed) 
which were studied in this experiment. See Appendix E for a 
copy of this measure.

The Multiple Affect Adjective Check List (MAACL; 
Zuckerman and Lubin, 1965) is a state measure of affect. It
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is comprised of 132 adjectives which describe different mood 
states. The subject is asked to check the words which best 
describe his or her current mood. Although the MAACL is 
comprised of several different subscales, in this experiment 
only the depression and anxiety subscales were utilized due 
to their appropriateness to test the hypotheses. The depres
sion subscale contains twelve possible depression words and 
the anxiety subscale contains ten possible anxiety words that 
the subjects can check.

The MAACL is a measure which has been used widely, in 
psychological literature, and its reliability and validity 
are well established (Zuckerman and Lubin, 1965; Coyne, 1976; 
Gotlib and Robinson, 1982; Strack and Coyne, 1983). However, 
a recent study done by Gotlib and Meyer (1986) suggested 
possible problems with the MAACL. One concern is based on 
their finding that the depression, anxiety, and hostility 
subscales are all highly correlated with one another. This 
suggests that the depression, anxiety and hostility subscales 
do not really differentiate these emotions from one another 
as they were designed to. This problem was confirmed by a 
factor analysis done by Gotlib and Meyer (1986). The factor 
analysis showed that the adjectives on the MAACL can be 
separated on a negative and positive affect dimension, and 
not by the three subscales. These findings suggest that the
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MAACL can be used to detect negative affect but not specific 
emotional states. See Appendix F for a copy of this measure.

The Rosenberg Self-Esteem Inventory (Rosenberg, 1965) 
is a ten-item scale which measures a person's level of self
esteem. For each of the ten items, the subjects are to indi
cate their level of agreement by circling either SA (strongly 
agree), A (agree), D (disagree), or SD (strongly disagree). 
The final score ranges from 4 (the lowest possible self
esteem score) to 40 (the highest possible self-esteem score). 
As with the MAACL, this measure was administered twice (both 
post). This measure has been widely used and its validity 
and reliability have' repeatedly been demonstrated (Goldsmith, 
1986; Hoelter, 1983). See Appendix G for a copy of this 
measure.

The Digit Symbol Task (adapted from Weiner and 
Sierad, 1975) is a task which was included as an exploratory 
nonreactive index of depression. It is important to point 
out at this time that this measure has not been validated as

X
a test of depression. However, it was used in an exploratory 
manner in an attempt to develop a nonreactive behavioral 
index which may be influenced by depressed mood. This meas
ure presents a key which matches nine different symbols with 
the numbers 1 through 9. Then the subjects are presented 
with 175 empty boxes with the digits 1 through 9 placed in a 
random order above them. The subjects are given three
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minutes to fill in as many boxes as they can with the correct 
symbols. The lowest score possible on this task was 0 and 
the highest score possible was 175. See Appendix H for a 
copy of this measure.

. The Feelings Scale is a Likert scale developed for 
this study to measure how the subjects felt about the 
feedback they received during the study. For the academic 
threat condition, the subjects were asked the following: How 
do you feel about your test results? They indicated their 
feelings by circling any number from 1 to 9 (1 being very 
positive and 9 being very negative). For the social threat 
condition, the subjects were asked the following: How do you 
feel about your Personality Inventory results? They indi
cated their feelings by circling any number from 1 to 9 (1 
being very positive and 9 being very negative). See Appendix 
I for a copy of this measure.

The Accuracy Scale is a Likert scale developed for 
this study to measure how accurate the subjects felt the 
feedback was that they received during the study. For the 
academic threat condition, the subjects were asked the 
following: To what extent do you feel your test results 
accurately represent how well you did on the test? They 
indicated their answer by circling any number from 1 to 9 
(1 being hot at all and 9 being very accurate). For the 
social threat condition, the subjects were asked the
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following: How. accurately do you feel your Personality 
Inventory results describe you? They indicated their answer 
by circling any number from 1 to 9 (1 being not at all and 9 
being very accurately). See Appendix J for a copy of this 
measure.

The Bern Inventory (Bern, 1978) was used as part of the 
cover story. It was never actually used as a dependent meas
ure. It was administered and then discarded. See Appendix K 
for a copy of this measure.
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RESULTS

Before turning to the various statistical analyses, 
please review Tables 2 through 5. These tables list the cell 
means and standard deviations for each of the dependent 
measures in the present study. Tables 2 through 5 will help 
the reader obtain a clearer understanding of the data.

The Accuracy Scale (described earlier) was used as a 
check on the manipulations. This scale was analyzed along 
with the Feeling Scale and the Digit Symbol Task in a Multi
variate Analysis of Variance. Analyses from the Feelings 
Scale and the Digit Symbol Task will be discussed later in 
this section, where appropriate. The MANOVA showed that 
there was no significant difference between cells, F(2,90) = 
.892, p > .5. The mean score for the entire sample was 6.81 
(1 being hot at all accurate and 9 being very accurate) (see 
Table 5). This suggests that- subjects in all conditions 
found their feedback to be about equally accurate. In 
addition, after the subjects had been thoroughly debriefed 
and questioned, none of the subjects were found to be 
suspicious of the experiment. Thus the manipulations were 
found to be very convincing and more than sufficient.

It is also important at this time to discuss the 
composition of the three groups in this experiment. The
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Table 2. Cell means and standard deviations for the depres-
sion subscale of the MAACL, time 1 and time 2.

Time 1 Time 2
Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.

Academic threat
Academic group . 500 1.095 .75 0 1.125
Social group .56 3 1.999 .375 .885
Mixed group 1.313 1.621 1.000 1.549

Social threat
Academic group .750 1.528 .688 1.537
Social group .500 1.095 . 563 1.365
Mixed group .875 1.746 .500 1.095

For the entire group .750 1.536 .646 1.265
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Table 3„ Cell means and standard deviations for the anxiety
subscale Of the MAACL, time 1 and time 2.

Time 1 Time 2
Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.

Academic threat
Academic group 1.250 1.528 .938 1.124
Social group 1.563 2.128 1.500 2.221
Mixed group 1.438 1.999 1.563 1.965

Social threat
Academic group .813

i
1.047 .688 1.014

Social group 1.500 2.394 1.563 2.128
Mixed group 1.125 1.628 .563 .892

Entire sample 1.281 1.811 1.135 1.665
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Table 4. Cell means and standard deviations for the Rosen
berg Self-Esteem Inventory, time 1 and time 2.

Time 1 Time 2
Mean Std. Dev„ Mean Std. Dev.

Academic threat
Academic group 33.750 4.612 33.625 5.058
Social group 32.688 4.686 32.563 4.858
Mixed group 32.125 4.573 32.938 4.653

Social threat
Academic group 35.313 3.240 35.313 3.406
Social group 31.125 3.757 30.563 4.211
Mixed group 32.875 3.838 33.500 3.183

Entire sample 32.979 4.250 33.083 4.410
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Table 5. Cell means and standard deviations for the non- 
repeated dependent measures: the Accuracy Scale,
the Feelings Scale, and the Digit Symbol Task.

Accuracy
Scale

Feelings
Scale Digit Symbol 

Scale
Mean Std. 

Dev.
Mean Std. 

Dev.
Mean Std. 

Dev.

Academic threat
Academic group 7.313 1.138 6.188 2.040 100.938 32.628
Social group 6.500 1.751 6.438 1.548 108.938 18.74 9
Mixed group 7.125 .974 6.250 1.612 104.563 17.010

Social group
Academic group 6.750 1.807 3.188 1.328 104.063 32.041
Social group 6.06 3 2.351 4.750 2.017 100.625 36.059
Mixed group 7.125 1.857 3.313 1.448 92.688 33.811

Entire group 6.813 1.719 5.021 2.142 101.969 29.021
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subjects in the mixed group chose both academic and social 
sources of self-esteem 50% of the time on the Unstructured 
Self-Esteem Inventory. The subjects in the academic group 
chose academic sources of self-esteem at a rate of 72%. And 
lastly, the subjects in the social group chose social sources 
of self-esteem at a rate of 7 8%. This suggests that the 
three groups appropriately contained the correct type of 
subjects.

One of the main hypotheses stated that when a 
person's major source of self-esteem is threatened (i. e., an 
academically reliant person receives an academic threat or a 
socially reliant person receives a social threat), they 
should show a greater reduction in self-esteem and greater 
negative affect than a person who receives a threat to a less 
significant source of self-esteem (i , e., an academically 
reliant person receives a social threat or a socially reliant 
person receives an academic threat). This hypothesis was 
tested by a Repeated Measures Multivariate Analysis of 
Variance on the following dependent measures;, the depression 
and anxiety subscales of the Multiple Affect Adjective Check 
List, and the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Inventory. The reason 
behind administering repeated measures was to see if the 
subjects would experience an "incubation effect" during a 
five-minute gap between measures. It is important to note 
that all of the dependent measures were administered after



the subjects had been exposed to the threat conditions. The 
measures were not pre and post but post and post. The 
aforementioned hypothesis was not confirmed by the repeated 
measures multivariate analysis of the interaction between 
threat by group as seen by the lack of significance on the 
Hotellings test, F(2,90) = .658, p = .684. There was also a 
lack of significance of the multivariate analysis of the 
interaction between threat by group by time, F(2,90) = .703, 
p = .648. In addition to these analyses, the hypothesis was 
also tested by using a Multivariate Analysis of Variance on 
the following measures: the Feelings Scale, and the Digit 
Symbol task (the Accuracy Scale was also a part of this 
analysis; however, it does not test the hypothesis). The 
multivariate analysis of the interaction between threat and 
group was not found to be significant, F (2,90) = .892, p > 
.5. Thus, there was no support found for the hypothesis by 
any of the analyses.

The other main hypothesis stated that individuals 
with relatively few major sources of self-esteem (i.e., the 
academic and social groups) should show a greater reduction 
in self-esteem and greater negative affect after a threat 
than individuals with a greater number of major sources of 
self-esteem (i.e., the mixed group). The repeated measures 
multivariate analysis showed that there was a significant 
difference between groups, F (2,9 0 ) = 2.31, p = .036 .

40



However, the univariate F-tests showed that the groups only 
differed significantly on the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Inven
tory, F ( 2,90) = 3.58, p = . 032 . Upon examining the cell 
means, it was found that the academic group had the highest 
mean (34.53), the mixed group had the second highest mean 
(32.859), and the social group had the lowest mean (31.73). 
Therefore, these significant findings do not support the 
hypothesis. However, when group by time was analyzed, a 
different pattern emerged (see Table 6).

Table 6. Cell means using the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Inven
tory overtime.

Time of Academic Social Mixed
Administration Group Group Group

Time 1 34.53 31.90 32.50
Time 2 34.46 31.56 33.22

A significant interaction was found between group and time 
for the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Inventory. The multivariate 
analysis was significant, F(2,90) = 2.420, p = . 028, as was 
the univariate F test, F(2,90) =4.859, p = .010. As can be 
seen by the cell means presented on Table 6, both the 
academic and social groups showed a decrease in self-esteem 
over time, while the mixed group showed an increase in self
esteem over time. This suggests some tentative support for
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the hypothesis since the mixed group's self-esteem increased 
with time while the academic and social groups showed a 
decrease over time. In addition, there was no significant 
group effect found on the MANOVA (dependent measures: Accu
racy Scale, Feelings Scale, and the Digit Symbol Task) as 
seen by the lack of significance on the multivariate analysis 
test, F(2,90 ) . = 1.268, p = .274.

In addition to the aforementioned analyses which 
tested the hypotheses, a significant difference was found 
between the threat conditions (a main effect) on the Feelings 
Scale . The Hotellings test showed signif icance ( F(1,9 0 ) = 
24.693, p .0 00, as did the univariate F test, F(1,90) = 
54.454, p = .000. Upon examining the cell means, it became 
clear that subjects exposed to the academic threat felt more 
negative (with a mean of 6.292) than the subjects exposed to 
the social threat (with a mean of 3.75), where 1 means 
feeling very positive and 9 means feeling very negative. 
Possible reasons for this finding will be discussed in the 
next section of this paper.

After all of the above analyses were completed, the 
idea of looking at sex differences became an intriguing 
possibility. Therefore sex as a Variable was introduced into 
the MANOVA and the Repeated Measures MANOVA. The cell sizes 
for the sex analyses were extremely unequal. These analyses 
were done in the spirit of exploration and for their
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heuristic value. Two significant sex differences were found. 
The first was a sex difference on the Feelings Scale. The 
Hotellings test was significant, F(1,84) = 2.914, p = .039, 
as was the univariate F test, F ( 1,8 4 ) = 5.789 , p = .018. 
After looking at the cell means, it appears that females felt 
more negative (with a mean of 5.612) than males (with a mean 
of 4.7). The other significant finding was that there is a 
significant sex difference on the Rosenberg Self-Esteem 
Inventory. The Hotellings test showed a Significant differ
ence, F (1,84) = 6.164 , p = .001, as did the univariate F 
test, F(1,84) = 14.212, p = .000. Upon examining the means, 
it appears that females have lower self-esteem (with a mean 
of 31.739 ) than males (with a mean of 35.183). Again, it 
must be stressed that these findings related to sex differ
ences are only preliminary due to the reasons Stated above.
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DISCUSSION

One of the main hypotheses of this study was that 
people who receive a threat to their major source of self
esteem should show a greater reduction in self-esteem and 
greater negative affect than people who receive a threat to a 
less significant source of self-esteem. This hypothesis was 
not supported by any of the analyses. There are several 
alternative explanations for this. One explanation is that 
the Unstructured Self-Esteem Inventory which was used to 
select the three populations studied in this experiment 
(academic, social, and mixed) was unable to accurately obtain 
and differentiate the above-mentioned groups. This is a 
possibility since this is a new measure and it has never been 
proven to be valid or reliable. Therefore, if the correct 
populations were not obtained, it would be impossible for an 
interaction between threat and group to be found. Another 
alternative explanation is that the dependent measures that 
were used may not have been powerful or sensitive enough to 
pick up any occurring effects. This suspicion arises from 
the lack of movement on several of the measures and the 
extreme variability between subjects which nullified most of 
the differences that were found between the cell means. 
These problems could be corrected in future research by
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conducting a pre-test of the measures and then analyzing the 
difference between the pre and post measures, or by using 
additional or alternate measures. Yet another alternative 
explanation is that both the academic and social threats were 
not severe enough to elicit an effect. This is easily cor
rected for future research by creating and testing stronger 
threats to self-esteem. In addition to the above alternative 
explanations, it is important to remember that this study was 
an analogue study and therefore the subjects may not have 
accurately represented how an actual clinical population 
would have reacted.

The other main hypothesis stated that individuals 
with relatively fewer major sources of self-esteem (i.e., the 
academic and social groups) should show a greater reduction 
in self-esteem and a greater negative affect after a threat 
than individuals with more major sources of self-esteem 
(i.e., the mixed group). None of the analyses run found any 
significant differences between groups on the amount of 
negative affect. However, the analyses did show that there 
was a difference between groups on the Rosenberg Self-Esteem 
Inventory. However, upon examining the cell means it was 
found that after exposure to the threat conditions the 
academic group had the highest self-esteem, the mixed group 
the second highest, and the social group the lowest. This 
finding did not lend support to the hypothesis. However,
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there are some plausible explanations for this. One is that 
the groups walked into the experiment with these different 
pre-existing levels of self-esteem and these differences were 
not caused by the threat conditions. This is impossible to 
confirm because no premeasure was taken. Another explanation 
for these results is that the subjects (being college stu
dents) are constantly receiving concrete feedback as to their 
academic abilities. It may therefore be more difficult to 
reduce the academic group's self-esteem with only one threat. 
However, people rarely, if ever, receive feedback on their 
social abilities. It may therefore be more easy to threaten 
the social group's self-esteem with only one threat. In 
addition to the findings stated above, there was one 
significant result which supports the second hypothesis. A 
significant interaction was found between group and time for 
the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Inventory. It was found that the 
mixed group showed an increase in self-esteem over time, 
while both the academic and social groups showed a decrease 
in self-esteem over time. Perhaps the five minute delay 
between measures allowed time for the subjects in the mixed 
group to use the knowledge of their other major source of 
self-esteem as a way to regain their feelings of self-worth 
which was lowered by the threat. In contrast, since both the 
academic and social groups only have one major source of 
self-esteem, perhaps the five minute delay only caused them
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to ruminate about the threat since they do not have another 
major source of self-esteem to turn to and use to regain 
their feelings of self-worth.

There was one significant finding made upon analyzing 
the data that was not predicted but should be addressed. 
This finding was that subjects exposed to the academic threat 
rated their feelings as more negative on the Feelings Scale 
than subjects exposed to the social threat. It is very poss
ible that since the academic threat is very similar to real 
life experiences for the subjects (who are students exposed 
to finale exams and the like), that it acted as a natural, 
negative cue; whereas the social threat was totally unfa
miliar and therefore did not cue or elicit the same amount of 
distress as the academic threat.

As was discussed earlier, sex was added as a variable 
in a post hoc exploration of the data. Two significant 
findings were uncovered. The first was that females were 
more distressed than males, as measured by the Feelings 
Scale. The second significant finding was that females have 
lower self-esteem than males as measured by the Rosenberg 
Self-Esteem Inventory. These significant sex differences are 
interesting; however, it is important to keep in mind that 
the cell sizes for sex were extremely unequal and these tests 
were conducted post hoc. Therefore, it is premature to 
speculate as to why these significant findings occurred.
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It is obvious that a great deal of additional 
research needs to be done in this area. It would also be 
helpful, and informative if the present study was replicated. 
However, before this is done the improvements suggested 
earlier in this paper should be considered and perhaps 
implemented. In addition, it may also be fruitful to expand 
this line of research into clinical populations. Of course, 
several modifications would need to take place due to ethical 
considerations. All in all, the discoveries made by this 
line of research have very real and positive implications for 
the better understanding, prevention and treatment of 
depression.
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Each of Qu,trmu ~ has livr choices. For rada of these questions, selm the ~t of the 
answer t'hoius f:lnn. Solve eadl problrm. usint any a\'llllable apace on thr pa~~:e for scntt'h· 
work. Thrn indicate )·oar answer In thr appropnatr space on the answer sheet. 

NOTE: All figures llr In a plane and art dra•n to sule •nlrss lndiulrd othrrwl.r. 

I· At 1 luncheon table where 12 men arc seated, one-half of the men belon~ to Club A. 
~bird beloncto Oub B. and one-fourth belon& to both clubs. How many men 
bdon& to neither? 
(A)3 (8)4 (C)5 !0)6 CE)I 

1. A lendin~ library char~s c cents for the first week that a book is loaned and f centa 
for each day over one weelt. What is the cost for takin& out a book for d days. where 
d is !ft11Cr than 77 
(AI c + fd (8) c + l(d- 7) (~) cd (0) 7c + l(d- 71 !El cd +I 

J. TJac numerator and denominator of a fraction are in the ratio of 2:3. U 6 is sub
tfiCICd from the numerator. the result will be a fraction that has a value 1 of the 
ori&inal fraction. The numer~tor of Jhe ori!inal fraction i' 
(A) 4 18) 6 (C) 9 (01 II (E) 27 

4. If • egs wei&h b ounces each, c egs weish from d to e ounces each. and f ens wei~h 
fro~~~ r to II ounces each, what is the minimum wei&ht (in ounces) of all the eus? 
(A).ab+u+fr (B)ab+cd+/r (C.lab+c~+fh IOiob+cd+fil 
(E) ob +de+ glt ' 

5. 

'· 

1. 

There are 27 students in a chemistry class and 22 students in a physics class. Seven 
ol t:hese students take physics and chemistry. What is the ratio of the number uf stu· 
dents lakin& only physics to thn~e taking only chemistry? 
(A) 3':4 (8) 4:3 (C) 7:6 !0) 22:27 fEl 34:29 

A n:ctan,ular fish tank zs• by 9" has water in it to I level of T. This water is carefully 
poured into a cylindrical container with a diameter of 10". How hish (in terms of w) will 
the Wjlter reach in the cylindrical container? 

(A) llhr (0) 1!. (C) ,!! (0)...!. (E) ~ 
18 'If 2• 2 

Thr rncc nf 1 balcon~· !ell in a theater is ~ the price nf a seat in the orche\lra. 
When eompletely sold out the total receipts from the 600 orchestra seats and the 450 
balcony "•" arc: S4~00. What 1s the pnce of one orche~tra scat? 
lA) S2.00 fBI S2.30 ICl S4.00 fOI S6.00 lEI SIO.OO 

I. A lamp i~ manufactured to sdl for 535.00. ~~~thich )'ich.ls a rrnlit nf ::!!1,.: nf \:'"'· If 
the profit is to be reduced to IS~ of cost. the new retail rric:e •·ill be 
(A) $21.00 Ill) S21.00 IC"I Sll.50 101 Sl2.2!1 IF. I 543 CKl 

t. A corporation has 8 departments. eac:h wilh 10 tu 16 bureaus. In each bureau lherr 
are 11 least 40 but nnt more than 60 workers. If IO':t of the •·orke"' in each bureau 
a~ typiscs, what is lhe ncinimum number of !)'pills in a dc:parcnu:nt? 
(Al 40 (0) 65 CCI 96 (0\ 3211 <El 768 

10. Eiaht yean from now Stephanie will be twice the ace she was sit years •!o· What 
is her present a ~e 1 
(A) 4 18) 8 (C) 12 (0) 20 (E) 26 

ll. A monkey climbs 30 feet at the bepains of each hour and falls back 20 feet durins 
eada hourly period. If he besins his ascent at 8:00 A.M., 11 what time will he first 
make contact with I point 120 fret distant from the srnund~ • 
(A) 4 P.N. (8) 5 P.N. (C) 6 P.N. 10) 7 P.t.t. (El 8 P.M. 

11. City X i\ 2UU nuh:s ca~t ol City Y, ami {'icy lis I SO nulcs dorectl~ nnllh ui l'ily , .. 
The r.horcest dl\llm:e c in miles I bet ~~~teen X and Z i• 
(A) 50,// !BI 175 ({") 200 10) 2~0 lEI 300 
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EKh•ttw..-teM....__....., ••• .,......._.,...,..nru•r .... ......., ...... ..aer. 
r•..a ~, fttt 6ttift'M ,.n el ..._S.C. 1M....,_ .... el.,.. llaal ._1M
............... II the erlpul .... , of ........ IINI Wadmt lfM ret II p11dl ...... - dNr ·...... 
1. POF.f · r:n.OCiUF. ·· IAt philosopher· nnunc: fill dramatist: scenery lf"t 

sculrtur : n~nrblc: I D, scnm~UC'5 : sown I~, ttachcr : II Ulh 

J. POR fF:NTOUS : OMINOUS :: I At fnrnhndc••in! · thrcatcnins I D t m•!· 
niftccnl · lu·:adKrnu~ I C I siJ:nifrcant : re"'nrnl f ()I !!'"""' : evil ( f: I shn•y 
scriuus 

l. NECR,OMANC"Y : GfiOS~~ :: lA) fortunc:trllin' SY1"'in (0) ma~e 
IC'PC"rol•:n~:un fl"\ rntn:Utt"f' · ''"'""' I Ill ,., ... ,.,., ,.,.,;,, rIll :\lo·hf'mv · rnl.l 

•· SC"IIOI.AKI.Y : ERUDITE :: (A) tendtcr : lawyer 18) ICICMr : hcadm:astcr 
(C) Rader : hcrmat 10) iJ:nornnt : illitcraiC (E) master : sla" 

s. JIYPOCRISY :HONESTY:: (A) pupacity: pacifism 18) dllf'licity: dccctt 
CCt bc:lliscrenL-c : inhamanuy CD) autltcnucity : quality '(E) liwature : philos· 
ophy 

6. LACKADAISICAL : ENERVATING :: (A) listless: wakcnin& (8) liideu 
: cncrscuc IC) wishful : thinkinJ (D) llowcry: hot (!) cncrptic: thinkinJ 

7 •. ENMI.!Y: IIATE :: (A) emulation: jealousy (8) &lory: envy (Ct inumida· 
lioa: fear (D) arbatrauon: love (E) comny: desire 

L l.AUREL: VICTORY:: (A) Olympic : prize (8) olive branch : peace IC) 
•-rd : .•·inner (D) mcr~;ury : medicine 1 E) maple : clclcat 

t. ARCifiPEI.AGO · ISLAND :: (A) pcniMula : strait (8) Oceanta : Alaska 
(CJ multitude : individual fD) nudeus : cerebrum (E) cell : nudcus 

IL EXUBERANT; DOWNCAST:: CA)nuhant: lavish (8) p~s: aba
dant tCI con1resation : clispcnal CD) capr : beaver (!) dlusave : ...... 

clloly 

II. TRliClli.I:Nl A(iiTAH>M :: (A) a.nablc: pacifier (8) luloYCnift: ~ad
if cet powerful : dtmlf.OJUC (D) fomp : apt (E) internal : COIIIbustiOII 

11. l"ONGENIAL : ANIMOSITY :: (A) frieadly: happy (8) hosaile: anopnce 
(C) councous : bia (0) amicable : alability (2) brotbcrly : haucd 

U. HESSIANS: COLONIAl.$:: (AI Tories: rebels C8) mcrcaaria: YOiuaiCCn 
(C) Revolutionary War : Civil War (D) ¥tCUirious : dlfcaiCd (E) araclaaoul : 

~· . 
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1.. LootJACIOUS :: CAt tiCilum : tecil (I) c:Ml~& 
VOI.UBI.E toiowtioe:ti .-cifal 
(Ct maJUr: minor eDt carrulous: rcliclnt lEt ·-...... -": 

cflusive 

IJ. ( ;r:OtO(iiST : GNmss :: (At archaroi"Jist : tombstone (8 t bt-tanist : &inDia 
l("t arLhitLTI : munulith c 0) ramarch : proscnnor (E) canh : sky 

II. DI.SSEMBLE : FElON :: (A) s.cparate : &•tiler (I) pan : aaect (C) c~: 
anansc ( D t a..crnblc : &;ather ( E t apunous : caallinc 

17. MEAGI::K: INORI>INATE :: !At racile: &lib (8) emulate: rival (C) scar· 
aty : rtcthora (0 I n1achrnc : hand lEt rallcination : 1o.e 

II. CAI.IOW : MATURITY :: (AI inrrpicnt :'huilion (0) Sf"Nicd: puruy (C) 

surry : "''' c J) 1 Cii£Cr : ;u1acey c E I younr : senility 

If. BUOY :CHANNEL:: lA I red light: street (8) coiiiCicDcc : man (C) whit& 
line,: hi!hway 1 D 1 li&hthousc : ship IE I road map : uavcl 

21. ERRATA: BOOKS:. (A) erasures: accounts t8) bo-dlcnzc: literature tC) 
pwiicauan : water ( D t ftaws : )CWCls 1 E) &locs : mantneript 

.• 
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Eacb of lhe follo•lnl questions COIIIU&I el a ..n priallllll Ia ,...... leUtn, fon-.tllty ftYe 
lettered ..... ChoDMIMhf...,. ..,..,..... ........ ,..,went lacap6tallelten and 
biKk18 U.e cornspendln1lpace • die ...._ abeet. 

1. l.UGUBRIOUS: lA) stormy (8) heavy (C) ponable CDJ cay CEJ famous 

l. I 1\C"ONIC: lA) coni CBI voluble CCI friendly (0) militant IE) fretful 

J. AMEI.IORATION· fA) cancellation 181 woncninr CCl fcw~tfulne~s 101 
hribc 1 E I c:onsidcrauon 

4. JIIRJIIIl: 11\l limrid COl activated IC"I turBid 101 vi,cous lEI huncry 

S. Ol!lil'llfATIOlft;· tAl rnncdi:unry' CBl cny CCl di\f!tl'tin' 101 di,crvntlrd 
(E) compmcd 

•· HIBIZRNI\L: 1 A l ~'rival 18 I salubrious CC) sleepy CDI wtntry CEI vacuous 

7. TYRO: CAl nnvice (81 retircmcnl (('") pllct tDI saint lEI nrcrt 

I. ASTUTE: CAl shrewd 181 foolish CCI callow CDI winninl tEl dcbatinr 

t. RF.TICENCE: lA 1 silent~ 18 I loquaciousnen I C I quiescence I D I patience 
(E) su~rcnder 

10. INCONGRUOUS: (A) aeomeuic (8) fashionable (C) fal~e 
(0) harmontous (E) 11011 

11. PROPITIOUS: CAl adjacent 181 remote CCI clandestine 101 unfavnrahlc 
(E) coy 

U. ASSUAGED: (,\J lhi"'Y 181 devastated tC'"I un1ruc 101 un'at"li&:d fEJ 
foiled 

IJ. ENSUE: (AI lilif!IIC f IJ I pr~cedc I(" I f&trtify tOt anent cr: 1 d,·l;~) 

14. REVILE: (A) slander (8) a-ltc ICI dradtn CDI rraiw lEt wcret~ ... EGRESS: f 1\J Clil (D) ~nuance (CI accertancc t D I rejection tE) snake 
16. PROLIX: C A I terse (8 t sheer CCI circular (0) curative ( E t tnQI bid 

17. ENCOMIUM: 
(E.} pelf 

(A) l~ceum (8) denunciation (CJ aacnfice (OJ disability 

.• 
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11. PALATIAL: (At tascy 18) fetid (C) 4itordcfed (0) cacranc IE) humble 

19. BALEFUL: (A) murderin& (8) bcneficienl (C) oriJinal (0) casey (Et clever 

Jt. IIAOOARD: (A) plump II) diclelic (C) aaunl (0) caloric IE) broad 

2'1. OI~PARAOE: tAl di\,USI rBl eulc»Jile IC) complain rot annoy 
fE) awoid 

.z.z. PRO'\.t.l<' 1·\1 ,,,111;antn· 181 "M"""d ICI inur~d 101 lic:linnal IFI bin· 

, .... hi4"011 

.ZJ. CiRI'.<lt\IHOII\ 
11111\oltaal 

r.\1 '"'""'" clll ranrurn CCI unrrc:r:arcd rill"""' tr.l 

z.a ()81.1 lljll"'' I ,\J cnn .. tl\:alinn COl (uaisc (C) dc\rair tOl lunare rEt inqui· 

sniun 

%5. ANIMUS: (At hosrualiry (8) coopcracion (C) lack of hoscilicy (D) lack of 

inlegruy tEl lo"c 

.•· 
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RESULTS FOR SUBJECT #313

The results of your test indicate that you are in the 
41st percentile. Therefore 59 percent of the tested popula
tion achieved a higher ranking.
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Scientists, like other people. are always pleased to have their own ideas confirmed. So 
I was ptified by a repon which appeared in the August 1963 issue or the JtJurnal ol till' 
British Astr011omical AuDCiation. This report was written by the famous Soviet astrono
mer, Dr. Nikolai Kozyrev, who several years ago discovered evidence in telescopic photo
Jraphs to iuppon the belief that some of the craters on the moon are sites of presently· 
active volcanoes. When Dr. Kozyrev first published what he thought he had seen on the 
moon, his interpmation was doubted by many astronomers in other lands. including the 
United States. Subseqqcndy, however, astronomers here have seen color changes which 
tbey, 100, believe are sips of continuing volcanic activity on the previously supposed dead 
body ot the moon. Heace we cu be coftfident that Da. Kozyrev is not only a diligent but a 
reliable o~. 

Ia the /oumGI o# IM Britula Astroi'IOIIIiaJI Association just refemd to, Dr. Kozyrev ex
plained that durinsthe months of April and May 1963 he had been studying the planet 
Mercury tbroup the big telescope at Polkovo Observatory in the Crimea. Hi5 purpose 
was to compare the sunlight reftected by Mercury with light coming directly from the sun. 
Since each ele'""'t iil the chemical table lives ofi a characteristic color of light. the differ· 
tnces ,detectable in the spectra of the sun and of Mercury would help to determine what 
JUCI "'"e up the atmoiphere of Mercury. 
, HiStorically. astronomers hadn't been too interested. in the atm05phere of Mercury be
cause· one of the theories on which prevailing concepts of the universe are built says Mer· 
Cllry couldn't possibly possess much of an atmosphere. Atmospheres are complexes of 
pses. which clinJ to plant:ts in response to the pull of aravity. Ciravitational attraction 
diminishes with the mass of the planet, and Mercury is quite small-with only about one· 
twentieth the mass of the earth. 

But Soviet scientists. like scientists in this country, have become enpJCd in the arowing 
possibility of actually pn1 out iri person to ellplore the solar system and see on the spot 
the wonders which up to now have been visible only at a distance through po~rful ma&· 
niiJinJ lenses. Planetary atmospheres are being analyzed with unprecedented zeal. 

,. DuMa the solar eelipse of February 1961, Dr. Kozyrev observed Mercury with the hope 
of ~nfirmina the presence of an atmosphere. His mulls were neptive. This was some· 
thing of a surprise. since A. Dollfus of france had earlier measured a tenuous atmos· 
phae which~ estimated to be about one-)OOth to cmc·l,tKXllh 11 .kn~ :as aur o~n at· 
mO.phere. Dollfus assumed that this very thin "air"' v.·ould be cnmposed of heavy p5CS 
such as acnon. krypton. argon, and carbon dinaide becau\C the cravitational pull of such 
a small planet as Mercury WC)Uid not hold the Iichter. fa5ter atom~. 
~-Dr. Kozyrev discovered in looking at Mercury thrnul!h the Polkovo telncope in 

the sprins of ·1963 Wal an even pter "turprise. Indeed. it v."&s a theoretical imposSibility. 
for in the spectrum of Mercury he saw the characteristic spcrtral lines of hydm!fn. Iicht· 
est of all the elements! 

Ac:cQrdinl to a mathematical equation worked ~ut by the late Sir James Jeans and ap
plied successfully to the solution of many ~tronomical problems. the hydro&en originally 
associated with formation of the pla..-a Mercury should ha\"e floated a~"IY from the planet 
in several hund~s of thousands of years. In other v.-Grd5. the Jeans equation says the 
bydrop supply with which Mercury bepn it~ life as a planet should have disappeared 
loDio lonJ ap; for the solar system is believed to be. eight to ten billion years old. 

How, then. could there be hydropn in the atmosphere of Mercury today? 
ta thil1kin1 about that question. Dr. Kozyrev made some intricate calculations. Mercury 

is closat of all the planets to the sun. Obviously, it ccts more radiation from the sun than 
do the more distant planets: Vnus. Eanh. Mars. Jupiter, Satum. Uranus. Neptune and 
Pluto. Included in this radiation are protnns. the nuclei of hydrogen atoms. Dr. Kozyrev 
ftpred how bil a yearly share of these protons •nuld &o to Mercury because of its pro•· 
laity to the sun. The amwer was just about enou&h to replace the hydrop that •-ould •ve escaped from Mt:I1:Ury's weak pavitational attraction yearly. 

If Dr. Kozyrev is riJht. Mercury now has an atmosphere containin& about as much hy· 
dropn as it contained billions of years a10. 

,. 
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In biology it is often good policy to stan with a modest preliminary experiment. Apart 
from considerations of economy. it is seldom desirable to undertake at the outset an 
elaborate experiment designed to give a complete answer on all points. II is often better 
for the investigation to progress from one point to the next in stages. as the later exper
iments may require modification according to the results of the earlier ones. One type of 
preliminary experiment is the ·'pilot·· experiment. which is often used when human beings 
or farm animals are the subjects. This is a small-scale experiment often carried out at the 
labor.uory to get an indication of whether a full-scale field experiment is warranted. An
other type of preliminary experiment is the "siahting" experiment done to guide the 
planning of the main experiment. Take. for example. the case of an in ,.;,." titration of an 
infective or toxic agent. In the sighting experiment dilutions are widely spaced (e.g., 
hundred-fold) and few animnls (e.a .• twol an: used for each dilution. When the results of 
this are available. dilutions less widely spaced (e.g .. fivefold) an: chosen just staggering 
the probable end-point. and larger groups of animals (e.a .• five) are used. In this way one 
can attain an acc:ur.tte result with the minimum number of animals. 

The so-called "screening" test is also a type of preliminary experiment. This is a simple 
test carried out on a large number ofsubstances with the idea of finding out which of 
them wartant further trial. for example. as therapeutic agents. 

Occasionally quite a small experiment. or test. can be arranged so as to act a provisional 
indicalion as to whether there is anything in an idea which alone is based on evidence 
too slender to justify a large experiment. A ske.chy experiment of this nature sometimes 
can be so planned that the results will be of some sipificance if they tum out one way 
though of no significance if the other way. However. then: is a minimum below which it 
is useless to reduce the "set up" ofcven a preliminary experiment. If the experiment is 
worth doing' at all it must be planned in such a way that it has at least a good chance of 
pving a useful result. The young scientist is often tempted through impatience. and per
haps Jack of resources. 10 rush in and perform ill-planned experiments that have little 
chance of giying significant results. Sketchy experimenls an: only justifiable when pre
liminary to more elaborate experiments planned to givt a reliable result. Each stage of 
the investigation must be established beyond reasonable doubt before passing on to the 
ne.xt. or else the work may be condemned. quite properly, as being "sloppy." 

The essence of any satisfactory experiment is that it shouiiJ be reproducible. In biological 
experiments il not infrequently happens that this criterion is difficult to satisfy. If lhe 
rcstdts of the experiment vary even though the known factors have not been allercd. it 
often means that some unrecognized factor or factors is affecting the results. Such oc
currences should be welcomed. because a search for the unknown fac:lor may lead 10 an 
inten:sling discovery. As a colleague remarked recently: "It is when experiments go wrong 
that we find things out." However. first one should sec if a mistake has been made. as 
a technical error is the most common explanation. 
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PERSONALITY INVENTORY RESULTS 

Evaluation of Subject #313
At times you are critical of yourself. You prefer a 

certain amount of change and variety and may easily become 
dissatisfied when hemmed in by restrictions and limitations.

You pride yourself on being an independent thinker 
and rarely accept other opinions without satisfactory proof. 
You are capable of being quite frank in revealing yourself to 
those closest to you. At times you are extroverted, affable, 
and sociable, while at other times you appreciate the need to 
have time to yourself.

Although this profile indicates your personality to 
be fundamentally strong, you have several underlying person
ality weaknesses. You have developed a tendency to attend to 
the positive things people tell you about yourself and to 
ignore the negative. You are therefore easily taken in and 
used by others. In addition, you have the capacity to hurt 
those closest to you at times when they are most vulnerable. 
Although you enjoy helping others, you may often do so for 
your own personal gain. Failure to recognize such weaknesses 
may cause significant difficulties for you in future 
interpersonal relationships.
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l NA~m ______________________________ ___ PHONE ________________ _ 

MATRIC~-------------------------
NAME AND PHONE ETC. REQUIRED 

We an inten•1;ed in the ~• tr011 which 1nd1T1clual• derive 
po~~itive tNliftp about thaulvN. So, what ve would like you to clo ia 
to 1:h1Dk oa.ref\lllJ' about the nents and activit!•• tbat Mke )'OU fHl pod 
abovt yourael!. Then, ve voulcl like you to list theN events ancl 
acti vi Ue• in the 8p&oe8 l'rQviclecl ancl anaver a few quenioca about each of 
tt.M .auroe8 of COOcl Hlf fNliD.po 

We have ao1;ed in put nHarch a.x pneral oatecone• ot eouroe• ot 
po81Uve .. 1! fNUDp. We 11.-t theM below u an aiel to th'"k'ftl about 
what uke8' IOU fHl 50ocl about }'OU:'!!lt • You do not DMcl to pay L"lY 
atteation to 'theH oa"soriea, tbey are AalllY JI"H:ltecl aa &al)ecta of 
your lite rou aay want to oonaicler in pneraUnc your 11.-t ot events ancl 
activiUe•: 

1. Incliviclual, private events and activities fer which the 10oc1 
Hlt fHliftg derives froa J)ublic knowleclce, fHdback or reactioaa. 

2. Inclividual, priva~e events anc1 activiti•• for which the ccocl Hlf 
feeling does not derive froa public knowledge, fHclback or reactions. 

3. Social events ancl activities (thoH that involve at lea•t one 
other P.raon), for which the goocl self fHling derives froa J)Ublic 
~wleclge, fHdback or reactions. 

4. Social events and activities for which tha goocl ••lt fHlinl does 
~ ded ve froa tubl1c movl•cls•, fHclback or reactions. -

5. Eclucation or occupation-related events and activitiee fer which 
the goocl self feeling derives from J1ubl1c knowleclce, fHclback or 
reactions. 

6. Eclucation or occu~~&tion-related events ancl activities tor which 
th8 ~Qod Mlf fHlinS does no~ derive from public knovlettg9, feedback 
or reactions. 

Nov, please begin listing the events L"ld activities that make you 
feel good about yourself (in any orcler) i."l the blL"lk SJ)&ces below. Please 
try to give an event or activity for each blank •pace. For each response, 
answer the quea~ion.s that follow each blank 8l)ace. Plea• be honest and 
open in your response a ( thay are completely L"lonyaous) • A.lao, feel free 
to list things that are very epecitic as well aa verr general. 

Please Co On To The Next Page 

.• 



_I t•l pod abaft .,..lt 'llheD. _______________ _ 

!fntuUy 1 
pocl 

2 ' 4 ' 6 7 8 9 

Ill tbl lut J!!!S bow catteD hU 'tb.S.a ooOuznci? 
DOt at 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
all 8 9 

... ottea do 1CIIU •mot 'tb.1a 1:0 ooo= 1D tbl uzt llaft'th? 

:nat 1 2 ' 4 ' 6 7 8 9 ::!a 
Oftnll, .. -= ot fOUl' pad f•l1Dia •beNt JOUn&lt 0- t~ 'tbia? 

~ 1 2 ' 4 ' 6 7 8 9 ~ 

_ I f~l pod about ayaalt •t.A:----------------
How &OOCl abo\R rounali cioaa ~· au you fHl? 

Mtnfmally 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
IOOci 

9 

. I 
In ttw lut ~ bow etten baa 'tb.S.a ooou:rna? 

Dot at 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
all 8 9 

How often clo you ezpeot tb1a to ooour 1D tbl uzt IIGD'th? 
DOt at ·' Y&ZT 
all 1 2 ' 4 ' 6 7 8 9 etten 

Overall, how IIUOb of rour pod fMliDp about younalt o- f~ tbia? 

alaoat 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 allloa't 
aane · all 

_ I feel 1ooe1 about a,..lt when:----------------
How cooa abo\R )"OUr'Mlf cioaa ~· mu• JCN fHl? 

MSaSaallr 1 2 ' 4 5 6 7 e 
loocl 

I:l ttw laat ~ hOv often baa tbia ooourrea? 
not at 1 2 ' 4 5 6 7 8 all 

How often clo JCN e:ruect thia to ooour in the nezt IIOftth? 

~ at 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
all 

9 
aztreulr 

9 Y&ZT 
often 

Y&ry 
9 often 

pod 

hOv an.ach of rour soocl fMliDp abo\R rounelf cOM freD thia? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 almoat 

all 

:"· 
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- I fHl Cooc1 a~ JIYMl.t VMD.__ ______________ _ 

tiov &'OOC1 about raunel! doe a 'tbia au rau !Hl? 
Jlfn1eelly 
IOOCi 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 a 

ID the lut ~ nav ottc ball t.bia ooournc1? :n at 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 
How o.ttc c1o Y'CIU eRect 1:b18 to ooour 1A tt. DeZ't maDth? 

9 

9 

esu..ely 
looc1 

DDt at 1 2 ' 4 5 6 1 8 9 Yer1 
~ o.t~ 

Oftrall, ,bow .ucb o.t JOUZ" 1ooc1 !MliDp abou't JOUZ"Ml.t ca-. !Z'CIII tb18? 

~t 1 2 ' 4 5 6 1 8 9 a~ 
·- all 

- I !Hl rooc1 a~ .,..u VhaD ____ ...._ ___________ _ 

Dot at 
all 1 . 2 4 5 

8 

6 1 8 

How o!taD clo you e:n~ect thia to oocur 1A thl DeZ't 111cmth? 

Dotat 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 
all 

9 

9 

very 
9 oftaD 

Overall, 
allllon 

how IIIUCb of your gooc1 fHliDp abou1: yourael! come !Z'CIII thia? 

DCr1e 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 alllloat 

all 

Nov so back cwer 'the rtents mel acti vi tie a you • ve Usteel mel raDk all -tC S 
1 teu in oraer of illlllon&nce. Place the number "1 " in tbe bl&Dk 8l)&Ce next 
to 'the ite111 vhich you cc:maieler 1110n illll'Ortant in lll&king you !Hl goocl 
about your11elf, tha number "2" Dnt to thll MOone! 111on important item anc1 
80 GD. 

.• 
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::.U1E ----·-------------------

:::.co :..;; ~e::! ·;o ~.-.:: .... ,:. 

:uu:l:':':::::;;: ~ ~~:s an~a~ v~ w1~l !~~= voros ~n1cn de~cr~c• G1ffaron~ k1nce 
:t IIICOOa .v>" fecJ.1r.:s. :".::x. ..._., A on t.na ~ .a.r.e oeea.ae t:'lo wara.a 
·•nlch ~c.::=r1:o now vou iC'\I"l r.ew - '-.:dAv. ~-at t.l\e waraa IIAY 

e-.G aJ.ue, c.~e wa ~~~t; e~r-c~J .:.:.1.:1:!. ~ ~!':a1:. Cetcr\ ert' 

your fCIIhnq:. .;.-rlt r:c1al v. 

l. lC:tlYO :5. !it n. ~KOZ:ul. 

2. __ .1\!venc.urou.::r 46. f11rl.orn 90. ;:~leaaed 

J. _ >ffocuon•~• H. ~ran& 91. "loa.:.;:lc 
4. ~fra1c 41. !roe 92. :ohca 
5. _:<;ltof.CQ 49. ~r1onGlv 91. -tul 
6. >c:rreo.,clo so. _ friqlltonao 

~·- _'IIUOC 

7. -·cpJI"CISSlVO n. !uno"s 95. roe&l••• 
J. abvo 52. _;:sy 96. _ re.,.c:uc 

'· llono :1. _7~r.lo 97. r"OUIJft 

lO. ....;__ :,::llAD.I.O :~ . ...__;led 98. 3ali 

u. :.:•uaoe :s. _ql- u. au a 

12. _ • ...,ry 56. 
-~-

100. aabahod 

ll. _>nnovod 57. - :;oodo4'1.,birOU lOt. ·--u. ~viul 58. _;raa 102. alla&y 

15. =o::allful 59. 
I "- 103. clly 

1&. b1ttcr 60. healthy 104. .-ctled 

17. bluo 61. "-101111 lOS. or.aaoiv 
lB. - ~red 62. !lnu1e 101. ocu.lli.lom 

·u. •' c:ela 6). i-Uent !01. ......., 
20. _ent.1oua G •• i-..a 101. ._., 
21. _c:IIOorful GS. - indiCfN!ftr. !Ot. a...Cf~:Lnq 

22. _c:1o~ GG. i.nnl.f'CG 110. sullen 
23. ._ ea..tiAlftlftf'J ~7. lntcner.IICI 111. :"oft: 

~·· _c:ontcnt:ecs 68. l::TL ta r.cu ~~2. a....-CftCUC 
25. _e:.:t~_,.., 69. _ ;calou: 113. u .. 
2o. _c:ool 70. -"Ill 114. t8IIICier 
::7. _c:aoerAt.J.ve 71. _lcllldly us. ~c• 

2D. _c:rLUClll 72. _1-ly 116. tUT&.:la 
2,. ere a a 7). loac 11'7. tMTLfia.l 
lO. c:ruel 74. _1cwi.nq Ul. u-.;' .. :.!:.&1 
31. _duoinq ''· 1w llJ. til:l.d 
J:. -~~-.c-a~a ;c.. _111Uy 120. u..-.to<l 
31. -d=':Z'O'/oU 77. 111111 121. II&IMrcr.andlnfJ 
34. ~-ted '78. ,...,. 122. U""->'/ 
JS. -----. .. J•aa;roa~l• ~9. ....... 123 • unMCl~l:a 

36. du:o,nr.cnr.cQ eo. .,.wry 124 • u-r. 
37. __ ~ill::=v::;~:t 81. 'ftild us. ..... 
lJ. _ :S&:acru:t.c:l Cl. .,l.aeraDlo :z&. -n. _ ~l,Oloaaea :Jl. 1\-..a 1%7. V~Mtlo 

40. -""""~Ctt'". •c. _o11U91r.; ::zl. vUd ... -•f"'!rcat:~'* :s . ~ffondod :2,. ..,utu1 
.;2. ------- ·~t:ftU:1Ait.lC 

~~- ~r.r-" :JO. Vllf.Od 
.;]. -~-'.V'ul :l7. Qaa&c•v 111. ,..ny,nq 
H. _!ine a a. :IAUMC 112. _YOIIIIIO 

,• 
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NAME

Ssl£-P̂ azd Invmeory

For eatia o f the following s^tem enss, p l^ s e  .irdirare your le v e l of 
sgs&msrc tiy e ire li^ r  e i& er EA, (SSOiGyf , A (AS5Z), D
(QZsassp:), or SD ( s n r a s x  D I^ sREE) . Your responses on th is  
q u sstim aire are s tr io tly  anE^BOLs.

lo toi the v6iole, 1 aa satisfied with ayself. SA A D SQ
2o At tiaes I think I am no gem at all- SA A D SO
3o I feel that I have a number of good qualities. SA A D SO
4 o I am able to do things as well as most other people. SA A D SO
5, I feel I do not have meh to be proud of. SA A D SO
So I certainly feel useless at times. SA A Q so
7. I feel that I'm a parsm of w^th, at least an egaal plane with others. SA A D so
8, I wish I mold have ssre respsot for ŝ self. SA A D so
9. All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am •a-fallure. SA A D so
IQo I take a positive attiWde toward ŝ self. SA A D so
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NAME

INSTRUCTIONS:

In the ooen fcoxes celow, record the symbol ccrresDoncir.o 
to  the a o b r o o n a t e  number, as cresented or indicated in" the key. Work as quickly and accurately as possible.
You wi l l  have approximately th ree  minutes to  complete  
t h i s  ta sk .

41516

9T8T661317

4 6 a 5 9 7 16 5 2 9 4 8 6 3T 9 8 62 13 7 2 4
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Feelings Scale: I

Academic Threat Condition

How do you feel about your test results?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Very positive

8 9
Very negative

Feelings Scale: II 
Social Threat Condition

How do you feel about your Personality Inventory results? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Very positive Very negative
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Accuracy Scale; I 
Academic Threat Condition

To what extent do you feel your test results accurately 
represent how well you did on the test?
1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Not at all Very accurate

Accuracy Scale: II
Social Threat Condition

How accurately do you feel your Personality Inventory results 
describe you?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Not at all Very accurately
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BEM INVENTORY

Developed by Sandra L. Bern, Ph.D.

Name • ________ ;___ _ ■... . Age ■ ; Sex ____

Phone No. or Address  ______ _____________—  --------------- --------- ——.— -

D ate  _______________1 9 ___ _ — ____ ____—----- ------ — —  ------— --------- -----

If a student : School  __________________ _— _ — --------  — — ----------- ——-------- Yr. in School

If not a student: Occupation__________ ' , _____ ___ _______ _____ —_____---

DIRECTIONS

On the opposite side of this sheet, you will find listed a number of personality characteristics. We would like you to 
use those characteristics to describe yourself, that is, we would like you to indicate, on a scale from 1 to 7, how 
true of you each of these characteristics is. Please do not leave any characteristic unmarked.

Example: sly
Write a 1 if it is never or almost never true-that you are sly.
Write a 2 if it is usually not true that you are sly.
Write a 3 if it is sometimes but infrequently true that you are sly.
Write a 4 if it is occasionally true that you are sly.
Write a 5 if it is often true that you are sly.
Write a 6 if it is usually true that you are sly.
Write a 7 if it is always or almost always true that you are sly.

Thus, if you feel it is sometimes but infrequently true that you are "sly,M never or almost never true that you are 
"malicious," always or almost always true that you are "irresponsible," and often true that you are "carefree," 
then you would rate these characteristics as follows:

Sly s
Malicious 1

Irresponsible 7
Carefree

CONSULTING PSYCHOLOGISTS PRESS, INC.
577 College Avenue Palo Alto, California 94306

©Copyright, 1978, by Consulting Psychologists Press, Inc. All rights reserved. Duplication of this form by any process is a violation of 
the copyright laws of the United States except when authorized in writing by the Publisher.
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1 2 

1 1

3 4
1 i

5
1

6
1

7
• 1

l 1
Never or Usually
almost not

never true true

1 » 
Sometimes but Occasionally 

infrequently true
true

1
Often
true

1
Usually

true

l
A lm vs or 

almost 
always true

Defend my ovyn beliefs Adaptable Flatterable

Affectionate Dominant Theatrical

Conscientious Tender Self-sufficient

Independent Conceited Loyal

Sympathetic Willing to take a stand Happy

Moody Love children Individualistic

Assertive Tactful Soft-spoken

Sensitive to needs of others Aggressive Unpredictable

Reliable Gentle Masculine

Strong personality Conventional Gullible

Understanding Self-reliant Solemn

Jealous Yielding Competitive

Forceful Helpful Childlike

Compassionate Athletic Likable

Truthful Cheerful Ambitious

Have leadership abilities Unsystematic Do not use harsh language i

Eager to soothe hurt feelings Analytical Sincere

Secretive Shy Act as a leader

Willing to take risks Inefficient Feminine

Warm Make decisions easily Friendly

a b Clais

R.S.

S.S.

a-o SS diff.
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